Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) Products and Projects

We can provide you detailed project reports on the following topics. Please select the projects of your interests.

Each detailed project reports cover all the aspects of business, from analysing the market, confirming availability of various necessities such as plant & machinery, raw materials to forecasting the financial requirements. The scope of the report includes assessing market potential, negotiating with collaborators, investment decision making, corporate diversification planning etc. in a very planned manner by formulating detailed manufacturing techniques and forecasting financial aspects by estimating the cost of raw material, formulating the cash flow statement, projecting the balance sheet etc.

We also offer self-contained Pre-Investment and Pre-Feasibility Studies, Market Surveys and Studies, Preparation of Techno-Economic Feasibility Reports, Identification and Selection of Plant and Machinery, Manufacturing Process and or Equipment required, General Guidance, Technical and Commercial Counseling for setting up new industrial projects on the following topics.

Many of the engineers, project consultant & industrial consultancy firms in India and worldwide use our project reports as one of the input in doing their analysis.

We can modify the project capacity and project cost as per your requirement.
We can also prepare project report on any subject as per your requirement.

Project Reports Available

Asafoetida (Hing)
Khaini Chewing Tobacco (Raja Type)
Dairy Farm to Produce Milk in Pouches (50%) & Cans (50%)
Dal Moth, Chana Chur and Bhujia Manufacture
Frozen Finger Chips
Idli mix, Dosa mix, Sambhar mix, Vada mix, Gulabjamun mix, Tomato Soup mix (Instant food)
Pickles (Various types)
Jam Group, Tomato Sauce and Tomato Ketchup
Processing & Retail Packing of Food Grains, Pulses, Split Pulses, Spices, Pickles
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Spices (Grinding Base Spices With Packaging In Bags)
Honey Processing & Packaging
Match Boxes Making Plant
Mini Flour Mill
Roller Flour Mill
Refined oil (Cottonseed, Ground Nut Oil & Sunflower Oil)
Refined Oils (Sun Flower Oil, Ground Nut Oil and Cottonseed Oil)
Candle Making Automatic Plant
Dairy Farm And Dairy Products
Tea Plantation, Cultivation & Processing
Tooth Picks
Dairy Farm & Dairy Products (Milk, Butter, Ghee & Paneer)
PROCESSING AND RETAIL PACKING OF FOOD GRAIN, PULSES
MILK PROCESSING PLANT ( TONED, DOUBLE TONED MILK, CREAM, BUTTER MILK, BUTTER CREAM,
KHOYA, PANEER, GHEE)
DETERGENT POWDER & DETERGENT CAKE
MILK PROCESSING PLANT
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
BABY WET WIPE & FACIAL WET TISSUE
PAN MASALA MEETHA, SADA, ZARDA MAKING (GUTKHA) & PACKING
APPLE CHIPS
MAYONNAISE
Disinfectants (Phenyl) Black Domestic Grade (ISI)
ADHESIVE (Based on VAM) Feviquick type
Strawberry Jam
Potato Powder, Flakes & Pellets
Banana Powder
Amla Hair Oil Based on Vegetable Oil
Kurkure type snack food
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
BLACK PHENYL (Rwc 5-6)
Tomato Processing for Concentrate / Ketchup
Processed and Dehydrated Gherkins
Preservative Free Jam (Fruit Spreads) and Organic Jam Making
KHAKRA-READY TO EAT (RTE) CONVENIENCE FOOD
DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, DISH WASHING DETERGENT CAKE AND POWDER
FRESH FRUIT JUICE MANUFACTURING (APPLE, SWEET ORANGE & BANANA) IN ASEPTIC
PACKAGING
PRESERVATIVE FREE JAM ( FRUIT SPREADS) AND ORGANIC JAM MAKING
WAXED PAPER MATCH STICKS
PAPER NAPKINS
MINERAL WATER WITH PET BOTTLES
Pickles (Various Types)
Sanitary Napkins
Sweet & Scented Supari in Pouches
Mattress & Quilt
Milk Powder (SMP, WMP and Dairy Whitener)
Instant Tea
Banana Powder
MATCH BOX (AUTOMATIC PLANT)
Non Woven Bags - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan, Industry Trends,
Opportunities, Cost and Revenue
Peanut Candy (Peanut Patti, Gajak) - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan,
Industry Trends, Market Research, Survey, Manufacturing Process, Machinery, Raw Materials, Feasibility
Study, Investment Opportunities
Mehandi cone - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan, Industry Trends, Market
Research, Survey, Manufacturing Process, Machinery, Raw Materials, Feasibility Study, Investment
Opportunities, Cost and Revenue, Plant Economics
Carbonated Soft Drink (CSD) Caps - Manufacturing Plant, Detailed Project Report, Profile, Business Plan,


Plastic Glass Sheet
Ghee Manufacturing Unit
Fried Gram Dhal Mill
Frozen Food Fruits & Vegetables (IQF)
Tea Processing
Green Tea Based on Nelumbo Leaf, Root & Leave
Desi Ghee
Cashew Nut and Almond Processing
Chocolate Enrobing
Silver Coating Process For Cardamom Seeds and Supari
Butter
Potato Chips/Wafers in Different Flavours
Modified Toothbrush
Refined Oils (Cottonseed Oil, Groundnut Oil and Sunflower Oil)
Processing of Onion and Garlic (Dehydration and Powder)
Soya Tofu
Premixed Tea and Coffee With Sugar and Milk Powder
Coated and Printed Paper Cup Blanks For Paper Cups
Washing Powder Used For Utensils
Instant Black and Green Tea
Tomato Paste and Sauce
Onion Paste and Powder
Spices Packing Unit
Vegetables Chips in Vacuum Pack
Namkeen (Potato Chips & Fryums)
Bread & Cake
Tomato Processing Tomato Sauce, Pulp & Juice

Inquire about Project Reports »

About NIIR

NIIR PROJECT CONSULTANCY SERVICES (NPCS) is a reliable name in the industrial world for offering integrated technical consultancy services. NPCS is manned by engineers, planners, specialists, financial experts, economic analysts and design specialists with extensive experience in the related industries.

NPCS also publishes varies process technology, technical, reference, self employment and startup books, directory, business and industry database, bankable detailed project report, market research report on various industries, small scale industry and profit making business. Besides being used by manufacturers, industrialists and entrepreneurs, our publications are also used by professionals including project engineers, information services bureau, consultants and project consultancy firms as one of the input in their research.

Our Detailed Project report aims at providing all the critical data required by any entrepreneur vying to venture into Project. While expanding a current business or while venturing into new business, entrepreneurs are often faced with the dilemma of zeroing in on a suitable product/line.